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ver few weeks the good people from PNA in
Majuro pulish their Tuna Market Intelligence
riefings, and if ou are interested in tuna, the
are compulsor reading. I have repulished in
the past some of their content, et as alwas sa:
nothing eats the original. This week the
pulish this VRY interesting overview of the
status and evolutions of FADs and also a small
interview the did aout m work with the MIMRA
crew in Majuro. I have written quote a lot aout
FADs over the ears, and the information in this
piece is ver good and accessile. njo!
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LATT POT

Quoted from PNA TMI#70
While Fish Aggregating Devices (FADs) have
een around for ages, the have significantl
evolved over the last 20 ears, changing the
fishing industr and affecting the status of tuna
stocks. It is estimated that currentl 50% of
canned tuna comes from skipjack caught with the
aid of FADs.
Toda, up to 72% of FADs are connected to solar
powered satellite uos that contain GP and
sonar devices. This enales a vessel to see the
exact location and depth of the tuna as well has
how man and what kind of tuna is under the
FAD. Purse seine fishing is much more efficient
with the aid of FADs as oats spend less time
looking for tuna. This results in a considerale
savings of oth time and fuel.
Fishing vessels, mainl purse seiners, deplo
FADs, which in turn attract tuna, specificall
skipjack. One vessel carries anwhere from zero
to 350 FADs in our waters, and in other oceans
up to 1,000 per oat. Generall, it takes two
months for skipjack to congregate around a FAD.
FADs are ultimatel lucrative and the seem like
a good idea. ut there are several prolems
associated with use of FADs, primaril ecause
there is no required accountailit. There are no
rules governing how man FADs a vessel can
use, nor are there an regulations regarding
retrieval.
Another major issue is that, not onl are the
target species (adult skipjack) caught, ut man
other species, catch, are taken on oard as
well, including juvenile skipjack and ellowfin
and other non-targeted tuna and non-tuna
species. ome of these species are endangered,
such as turtles and sharks, and some are fish
species that are vulnerale. For example,
Greenpeace estimates that as man as 80,000
tons of a igee tuna are landed earl as
catch.
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Another issue is that FADs are eas to deplo
ut vessels don’t find it worthwhile to recover
FADs that drift out of productive areas.
Greenpeace reports that at an time, over
100,000 FADs are either adrift or anchored
gloall. The ecretariat of the Pacific
Communit (PC) reports that most companies
recover less than 10% percent of the FADs the
deplo with PNA/PC estimating at least 50,000
annuall in PNA waters. This makes for a lot of
ocean waste that entraps ocean life. In addition,
a considerale amount ends up on eaches of
small island nations like Papua New Guinea and
the olomon Islands, remote places that have
difficult handling large quantities of ruish.
Data would e helpful in analzing the true
ramifications of FADs. PNA, PC and PW are
working to otain information, ut collecting data
on FADs has proven trick. It’s hard to link a FAD
to a vessel. Oservers are on oard ut the
need etter training to record the numers
correctl and consistentl. 62 % of the uos
associated with FADs are laeled with the name
of the compan or the associated vessel ut that
means that over 35% are not.
Meanwhile, FADs are deploed  one vessel
and then picked up  another. When tracking
data feeds to PNA the are often turned on, then
off  industr. The are geo-fenced to limit the
tracking  PNA. FADs are traded and stolen and
the drift from one zone to another. At the
Western and Central Pacific Fisheries
Commission meeting last Decemer, PW called
for action and cooperation  governments,
fisheries, satellite-uo companies and fleet
managers to share information and to help
facilitate responsile management and
regulations of FADs.
To help counteract the negative effects of FADs,
the Western Central Pacific Ocean (WCPO) and
Indian Ocean have created FAD ans. This ear
there is a three-month WCPO FAD an for Jul
through eptemer in oth the high seas and the
WCPO coastal states’ xclusive conomic Zones
(Zs). In addition, there is a two-months WCPO
high seas an that each government can choose
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and then declare to the Western and Central
Pacific Fisheries Commission (WCPFC).
FAD ans are controversial; not everone agrees
the are the answer to protecting the
sustainailit of the tuna stocks. FAD ans are
hugel costl to fishing companies as well as
coastal states as vessels sometimes refuse to
fish during the an. It has een estimated that
the reduction in the value of catch taken per
month during the closure is up to UD15 million.
Meanwhile, the reduction of catch is offset 
extra-large catches as soon as the FAD an is
lifted. And not everone honors the an;
according to PC there were 4071 FAD
deploments during a recent FAD closure.
To address the prolems that FADs create,
companies are increasingl constructing ecoFADs from iodegradale materials and nonentangling FADs are coming into use to help
reduce catch. everal tuna commissions,
including IOTC, IATTC and ICCAT, are requiring
vessels fishing in their waters to transition to
non-entangling FADs. The IF sas that use of
the non-entangling FADs as well as correctl
handling and release of catch will reduce
catch mortalit  15 to 20%. In addition, the
Parties to the Nauru Agreement are continuing to
lead the stud of FADs and their operations
using the Fish Information Management stem
(FIM) to track FADs in the PNA tuna fisher.
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